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ABSTRACT
The reliable infrastructure of building automation (BA) systems
forms the foundation of smart environments and energy systems in
our building towards increasing occupant comfort and safety while
reducing the ecological footprint of buildings. This is achieved
through the processing of data points collected from sensors and
the control of installed actuators, and increasingly incorporates machine learning components. However, engineering of BA systems is
intricately linked with the planning, installation, (pre-)commissioning,
and operation of building services such as HVAC, and it requires
an extensive amount of manual coordination which is often prone
to errors, many of which are only detected late in the lifecycle and
tends to lose transparency in data provenance. To address this, we
propose the application of DevOps, a highly successful paradigm
in the field of software engineering, to BA engineering process
coordination. In addition, the possibility of using semantic data to
develop artifacts such as requirements, construction, and devices
of BA systems opens up the avenue of achieving continuous verification of the system as it is built and commissioned. Concretely,
we propose a novel approach that integrates a semantic reasoner
using the machine-understandable data of the building along with
interactions facilitated by Web of Thing Thing Description to the
DevOps workflow. The proposed approach is expected to ameliorate limitations of existing workflow management methods and
thus provide transparency in the data provenance to gain trust for
data-driven AI applications for BA.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software development process
management; • Information systems → Information integration;
Web applications; • Human-centered computing → Collaborative content creation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Modern buildings are integrating hardware and software components to create smart applications along with advances in machine
learning (ML) models. This integration, however, requires transparency in the software components of the systems for both humans
and machines to interpret the decision making process in the explainable artificial intelligence context [20]. However, opaqueness
in cyber-physical systems (CPS) like BA arises not only from the
software aspect, but also from the hardware constituting the system
and its engineering [12]. For example, ML models in fault-detection
diagnosis (FDD) systems rely on data points (DPs) collected from
field devices, but credibility of the DPs can be affected by the engineering of the system (i.e., collected from which sensor, measured
at what time, through which network, etc.). Realizing such dataprovenance retrieval has been a major challenge for industry to
date because of the heterogeneity of disciplinary domains involved
in the engineering process [11]. To this end, standards such as ISO
16484 have helped planners, project managers, and engineers by
encouraging them to organize the engineering process by breaking
it down into distinct phases such as design, planning, installation,
and commissioning [9] and specifying documentation artifacts to
be generated in each phase. Fig. 1 shows the key activities and
information flows of the engineering process. There are several
phases in the workflow where synchronization between knowledge
sources (both human and machines) is required. This brings us to
question the adequacy of the system to be built: Will the planned
BA system meet the requirements and regulations? Will the system
be installed as planned? Will certain changes cause other parts of
the system, including software components, to fail? Consider, for
example, that the capacity of a central boiler in a building needs to
be changed because of constraints discovered during a renovation.
The impact of such a change might propagate not only to the
ML models in action, but also to different levels of components and
stakeholders – the control strategy, the physical construction, and
the energy management. Under the traditional manual management of engineering processes, technicians need to find relevant
semantic data including information about tools to validate the
change and their reasoning behind, i.e., provenance. In the absence of an unifying framework, synchronisation activities (e.g.,
project meetings) use these artifacts by largely relying on traditional
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Figure 1: Engineering workflow with extensive manual verification towards smart applications.

Figure 2: CI/CD pipeline for BA engineering process coordination.
human-to-human interaction where a technical project manager
functions as the hub. For this reason, the design, integration, and
deployment of industrial CPS remain a highly complex endeavor.
To deal with such complexity and to enhance transparency of the
provenance of data used for smart applications in BA systems, we
propose to support BA engineering processes with semantic data by
employing the concept of DevOps – a successful paradigm of software development and IT operations management, which has also
been adopted by other fields such as deployment management of
network engineering (DevNetOps [7]) and ML models (MLOps [1]).

2

CHALLENGES

Semantic data has been adopted to create knowledge bases with artifacts such as requirements, regulations, construction plans, network
configurations, and device capabilities [21]. As seen in industrial
applications using data-driven ML-based approaches [22], semantic
data lends itself well to the use of a knowledge reasoner [6] to validate changes and assist in establishing coordination between the
project participants. However, there are two major challenges to
integrate BA engineering processes and with semantic data: (𝑖.) BA
engineering takes place in a fragmented project organization, with
multiple domains and standards, making it difficult to create a comprehensive knowledge base, and (𝑖𝑖.) BA component integration
requires the intervention of experts from different domains because
it involves heterogeneous information such as building construction
plans, device descriptions, and control logic descriptions, whereas
the integration of software components is possible through formal
validation and defined interfaces.

3

APPROACH

Our approach centers around integrating semantic data of BA Engineering artifacts in the concept of a Continuous Integration /
Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline as shown in Fig. 2. To address the challenges, we propose a two-pronged approach by (𝑖.)
integrating automation devices, equipment, and domain knowledge
from human experts as first-class members of the development
ecosystem by representing them using machine-understandable
descriptions based on the the W3C Web of Things (WoT) Thing Description (TD), which can then be managed and exchanged through
the CI/CD pipeline, and (𝑖𝑖.) harnessing the semantic data to create a rule-based reasoner that serves as a foundation to achieving
semi-automated verification layer for the CI/CD pipeline by also
assuming that domain experts, technicians, and even devices are
source of knowledge. These two aspects enable automatic validation
of the BA engineering processes in the different phases.
To illustrate this concept, consider an example of changes in
boiler capacity and a smart application monitoring the BA system:
Domain rules in HVAC states the relation of a boiler’s capacity
to the requirement of the consumers and control of the distribution network, whereas rules from the electrical system relates it
to the power supply and peak load restrictions. Each engineering
task associated with a change in boiler capacity will produce a
corresponding artifact (e.g., BIM) to be committed to a repository,
and the CI/CD pipeline triggers semantic reasoning on the artifact,
validating the changes made to the system. The description of the
capabilities of the boiler, the electrical panel, the hot water distribution pumps, and the link to the responsible technical experts are
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available as TDs. The semantic reasoner uses the knowledge graph
to understand the chain of consequences and points to relevant
resources via TDs which can provide confirmation or runtime data
to help validate the change. This systematic workflow ensures the
transparency of the system that emits and collects DPs, which in
turn improves the trust of the smart application in its operational
state.

3.1

CI/CD Pipeline for BA Engineering Phases

We propose that the development phases in BA should be integrated
in a five-phase CI/CD pipeline as depicted in Fig. 2. By managing
both the BA engineering artifacts and the knowledge base with
pull-based development model [8], the semantic knowledge base
is built and enhanced incrementally during the planning, installation, pre-commissioning, commissioning, and operational phases.
Discrepancy discovered during each phase result in the step failing
and, if required, the previous phase to be reviewed.
Planning: As the project progresses, domain experts develop
the building plan using Building Information Model (BIM) according
to the requirements defined by the project owners and planners.
Domain experts produce the BIM data in an file exchange format
as specified in the ISO 16739 Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)
standard, which includes drawing of the building construction (e.g.,
AutoCAD DXF) and metadata of the building components. The IFC
file is then committed to a code repository (e.g., Git) so that the
CI/CD pipeline can support this phase by translating requirements
to RDF and verifying compliance with relevant regulations, standards, and recommendations using the ifcOWL ontology [14], for
example.
Installation: Given the output of the planning phase, the installation can progress while committing changes to the BIM repository,
which invokes a semantic reasoner to detect discrepancies between
the installation and the description in the BIM data. A tracking task
that can be ported or integrated from classical project management
tools use the reasoner to confirm the prerequisites for all dependent
downstream tasks. These tasks are instantiated as TDs linked to
semantic descriptions of the BIM data and the technician. Through
TDs, the technician can relate manual tasks to the prerequisite inferred by the reasoner, which also ensures transparency for humans
to better understand the context of the engineering tasks. Every installation task committed (e.g., as a form of documentation through
TDs using a WoT client application) and successfully passed by
the CI modules triggers the BIM data to be updated with the Brick
ontology [16], containing semantic descriptions of building components (e.g., the valve actuator or the room sensors). For example,
once a radiator and its valve have been installed, then the pipeline
clears the way for the actuator to be mounted and tested using their
semantic descriptions.
Pre-commissioning: The functionality of peripheral devices
such as sensors and actuators, connectivity at various network levels are tested and confirmed. The domain experts define checklists
and steps to verify dependencies and constraints of the devices.
Pre-commissioning of a room automation implementation includes
the equipment in the room (i.e., radiators, lights, blinds, etc.), and
the associated sensors, actuators, automation controllers, as well
as the network to which they are connected. The pipeline supports
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verification of required measurements and identification of sensors
by creating a visual inspection task for the technician or using a
temperature change test. The TDs of the devices is also generated
in this phase to describe how to obtain the sensor measurements
– an automated test agent in the role of a WoT client application
would be able to interact with the devices using the TDs to manage
the tasks.
Commissioning: The commissioning phase implements process goals into steps in the control software. Intention of the control
software can be verified by obtaining the functional description of
the control logic and its interfaces [17] through the TDs. Alternatively, akin to software unit testing, virtual simulation environments
can be used to validate the control software [18]. For example, the
control software for a room automation can be verified to see if
it binds to the right sensors and actuators, and has functions like
temperature or ventilation control loop to satisfy the thermal and
air-quality requirements present in the semantic data. The commissioning completes once all the artifact committed to the repository
passed the tests defined by the domain experts.
Operation: The BA system starts its operating after the previous
engineering phases. Operation of BA systems includes monitoring using automated FDD which is aware of the construction, the
control software, and the process goal that has gone through the
pipelines, and hence provides inputs for tracing the provenance
for DPs used in data-driven ML-based applications. Such smart
applications continuously verify the consistency between BA and
requirements, and raise issues in the pipeline when anomalies are
detected. To resolve an issue, the engineers can also trace the tests
verified in any of the previous phases, which support the domain
experts and the technicians to identify the BA components related
to the anomaly detection using the data provenance described in
the semantic data of DPs. Distinguishing from explainability of ML
models, which is typically achieved by explaining the predictions
of classifiers (e.g., LIME [15]), semantic data integration provides
fine-grained insight into CPS from an understanding of the BA
infrastructure.

3.2

Rule-based Semantic Reasoner

During each BA engineering phase, the BIM data is annotated with
links to requirements using semantic data [5]. Semantic data can
be stored as RDF triples in a serialized format such as XML, Turtle,
or using the Web Ontology Language (OWL). A BA domain ontology defines functional requirements of BA components on top of
other ontologies such as Brick and ifcOWL [2]. Concretely, domain
experts assign functions (e.g., lighting and HVAC conditions) to
spaces (e.g., a room), by editing the BA ontology through the BIM
development software, which also generates the updated ontology
in a serialized format.
To infer missing (engineering) requirements for the assigned
functionality, the functional requirements can be encoded as constraints – Description Logics (DL) using the Semantic Web Rules
Language (SWRL) [13]. An OWL DL reasoning tool extended for
SWRL (e.g., Pellet [19]) then provides the rule-based reasoning service as a CI module to validate if all the required information is
stored in the repository to complete the engineering phase. The
CI/CD pipeline integrates such rule-based semantic reasoning as a
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CI module implemented as scripts [12] and enables an incremental
and iterative development workflow throughout the different BA
engineering phases.
Semantic reasoning can be used to automate service composition in a goal-driven way [10]. The semantic reasoner infers logical
consequences from the semantic requirement specifications, allowing to infer potential compositions of building components as well
as their engineering tasks. For example, given the requirement to
maintain thermal and air-quality comfort in a room, the planner
and HVAC experts can submit the plan to the pipeline, which then
will invoke the reasoner to use the description of the construction
and verify if equipment for heating, cooling, and ventilation are
available and if they satisfy the need for thermal and ventilation
conditioning.
Validation achieved by the rule-based reasoning includes not
only the integrity of the required engineering tasks, but also the
dependency resolution among BA components. For example, when
cooling and humidification are assigned to a room, an air conditioner and a humidifier are to be installed in the room, which
influence the control strategy of each other. A CI module for virtual engineering with physical simulation model [18] verifies such
requirements that dynamically change during the planning phase.

4

EVALUATION METHOD

To evaluate effectiveness of BA engineering through the CI/CD
pipeline with the rule-based reasoner, we plan to compare the development workflow of the proposed approach with an alternative
method using the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN)
standard, for instance. While BPMN can be used for coordination
of human tasks (e.g., [4]), the standard lacks conceptual streamlining in semantically relevant concepts and a seamless systematic
mechanism for refinement from conceptual to executable BPMN
models [3]. Our approach leverages the rule-based reasoners to
reduce interdefinions of semantic descriptions and the plethora of
existing DevOps tool-chain to realize systematic workflow for the
coordination of engineering processes within a predictable total cycle time, which is achieved by automatic verification implemented
as CI modules.

5

CONCLUSION

Documentation about BA engineering process contains numerous
ambiguities and incompleteness in the description of semantically
related concepts, leaving room for incompatible interpretations in
the design, analysis, and use of business processes towards reliable
intelligent BA systems with transparency. In the heterogeneous and
complex ecosystem where BA engineering takes place, we proposed
to integrate the potential of using semantic knowledge-base for
semi-automated reasoning by the DevOps concept. The reasoner
serves as the foundation for automated verification and identification of dependencies and allows the CI/CD pipeline to access them
during the BA engineering tasks. As an avenue for future work, we
continue to implement and deploy this idea in an active industry
research, and aim to collaborate with other researchers in the area
of semantic modeling and data-driven FDD applications which use
ML models for fault classification and root-cause identification.
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